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Welcome to the Workbook! 
 

First and foremost, thank you for purchasing Brand 
Now: How to Stand Out in a Crowded, Distracted World. 
As a college educator, I couldn’t resist creating a 
workbook to help build on the ideas outlined in the 
book itself.  

As you know, Brand Now breaks down the seven dynamics for building a standout brand in 
our crowded, distracted world. For each of these dynamics, I’ve put together a list of prompts 
to help you work through these ideas further. This workbook can also serve as a resource for 
you and your team. I’ve also included a couple full-page diagrams from the book. 

As a reminder, the seven Brand Now Dynamics are: 

‣ Meaning 
‣ Structure 
‣ Story 
‣ Content  
‣ Community 
‣ Clarity 
‣ Experience 

I hope you enjoy both the book Brand Now and this companion workbook. If you have any 
questions along the way, feel free to email at nick@westergaard.com. 

Let’s get started. Let’s brand now. 

 
Nick Westergaard 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1. Meaning 

Create a persona for your ideal customer. Go beyond 
demographics. What do they care about? What matters 
most to them? 

Have some fun. Can you create a unique name for your customers like BarkBox 
did with their “dog parents”? 

Take a page from Amazon. Try leaving an empty chair or another symbolic 
reminder for your customers in your next meeting. Did anything interesting 
come from it? 

Based on what you learn about your customers, what is your brand’s spark? 
What is your reason for doing what you do? Remember, it’s not necessarily the 
business you’re in: it’s something bigger. If you need help, remember the 
different ways to appeal to their head and heart. 

Is there a social or political movement that matters to your audience? Does 
your brand belong there, taking a stand alongside them? 

Try an extraction by  filling in the blanks. We are the _________________ (insert 
aspirational brand from outside your echo chamber) of _________________ 
(insert your industry). 
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2. Structure 

Your brand DNA isn’t like anyone else’s. Start with your 
spark (why are you here?) and brand promise (what you 
do for whom), and use that to guide the sequencing of 
your brand’s DNA. 

Remember, it’s a dimmer switch (fade some things up and others down), as 
opposed to falling prey to a generic checklist approach. 

List your brand’s touchpoints. Now, using a scale of 1 to 5, rate them in order of 
relevance to your brand promise—1 is most relevant, 5 is least relevant. Look at 
your top three most relevant touchpoints. What can you do to amplify these 
touchpoints even further? 

Try flipping this the other way. Are there traditional brand touchpoints others 
in your industry use that you could turn down or off entirely on your dimmer 
switch? Can you stand out by zigging where others are zagging? 

Take a look at the brand touchpoints that you’ve mapped. Are there 
recognizable patterns? How can you reinforce them to make them even more 
recognizable? 
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3. Story 

What is your brand’s core story? Think of the common 
story plots outlined in this chapter—overcoming the 
monster, rags to riches, the quest, voyage and return, and rebirth. Does one of 
these fit you? 

Still stuck? Try answering this question: If your brand was a movie, which movie 
would it be? What type of movie or genre is it? What kind of plot does it have? 
(Tip: Have a few people answer this question internally—you should see themes 
emerge.) 

Do you have a distinct brand voice? Try Ann Handley’s cover-the-logo test. Does 
this sound like you and you alone, or could it be anyone? 

Need another brand-voice tip? If you were to cast an actor or actress to play 
your brand, who would it be? What does that tell you about the qualities of 
your brand voice? 

How can you share your story and voice internally? Can you make a style guide 
like Whole Foods? Again, Uberflip has a great style guide that’s online for 
everyone to see. Find it at styleguide.uberflip.com.  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4. Content 

There’s too much content! What kind of content can your 
brand create that no one else can? 

Where in the buyer’s journey is there a problem? A disconnect? Can you create 
content to help alleviate that? 

Are there questions your customers have that you can be answering with your 
content? 

Are you creating too much content? Try focusing on one piece of content and 
seeing if you can add levels for “skimmers, swimmers, and divers.” 

Do you have a plan in place for editing your content? If not, where could you 
start? 

If there were no other factors involved, what kind of content would you most 
like to create? How can you build on that? 
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5. Community 

Think of the concentric circles outlined here. What 
would your circles look like? 

Draw the circles and sketch in who’s sitting in 
each circle. What can you do for them? Is there content that you can create to 
help them meet their needs? 

Can you help those in your outer customer circles move toward the center—
closer to being raving fans? 

How can you empower your brand ambassadors? Could you develop a 
structured program like Maker’s Mark? 

What’s a combination of story, content, and community that you can use to 
create brand gravity like American Express’s Open Forum? 
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6. Clarity 

How transparent is your brand? Are there any gaps 
between what you say and what you do? 

Are there elements of your brand—who you are, what you say, etc.—that you 
can subtract to amplify your meaning and stand out? 

What can you “why to death” when it comes to your brand? 

Here are some idea starters for places you can simplify your brand: 

‣ Brand name: think Simplisafe 

‣ Brand promise: don’t over-slogan your brand 

‣ Products and services: don’t overextend 

‣ Brand names for your products and services: don’t over-brand 

‣ Website navigation: seriously, look at your navigation 

‣ Content strategy: don’t produce more than you have to; avoid “me-too” 

content that looks and sounds just like everyone else 

Who can you ask from “outside of your fish bowl” to help you gain clarity? 
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7. Experience 

Complete the touchpoint map using the three concentric 
circles described here. (There’s a large diagram for you in 
the pages ahead.) Once you’re done, what are your three 
most important touchpoints? How could you do more with 
these moments in your customer experience? 

Remember my trip to the SPAM Museum? Is there some amazing, unexpected 
immersive experience you could offer your fans to celebrate their love of your 
brand? 

How can you make your brand—who you are and what you stand for—a part of 
your company’s culture? Is there something you can do when you onboard 
new employees? 

Is there a presentation you can give or a booklet you can leave them with, like 
Maker’s Mark and Coldwell Banker? Is there some small reminder or totem you 
can create, like the Buffer sticker? 

Who would be on your internal brand task force? Remember, you want both 
worker bees and big thinkers. 
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BONUS!  
Concentric Circles of Community 
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BONUS!  
Touchpoint Map 
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I hope you enjoyed the Brand Now Workbook.  
Again, if you have any questions, please feel free  

to email me at nick@westergaard.com.
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